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The chin strap keeps the safety hardhat in place during activities where 

the worker is not in a vertical position and where there is a risk of falling. 

It is recommended that a chin strap be worn by any worker who wears a 

fall arrest harness as part of their daily duties. 

 

With the adjustable buckles and the 2-point attachment, the TMK050 is 

very easy to install. 

• Elastic chin strap with chin cup for a 
comfortable fit 

Size 

Material 

Universal 

Description 

Chin Strap for Hard Hats 

SPECIFICATION SHEET 
Head Protection 

Adjustable buckle on 

both sides to make 

length adjustment easy 

PROTECTION ٠   ROBUST ٠   QUALITY 

Ventilated chin 

straps 

Quick clips design 

for easy installation 

on most hard hats 

on the market 

TMK050 

 
Use with Kosto hard hats 

TCK101 / TCK102 /TCK103 / 
TCK104 / TCK105 / TCK106 

 
 

Easily attaches to the 
helmet side clip 
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Washing instructions and use 

Sizing Chart 

Washing instructions: 
It is recommended in the CSA Z94.1-15 standard to check and clean one's head protection equipment daily. It is 
recommended to clean the chin strap with warm water and a mild soap (dish soap).  
 
Caution: 
According to the Canadian Centre for Occupational Health and Safety, the chin strap should not be pulled up 
over the brim or visor of a hard hat. Therefore, you should never detach your chin strap and reattach it over the 
peak of your hard hat. The same goes for stretching the chin strap; you should never stretch the chin strap so 
that it goes over the hard hat vane.  

Related Products 

PROTECTION ٠   ROBUST ٠   QUALITY 

SPECIFICATION SHEET 
Head Protection 

Hard Hat 

TCK101/TCK102/TCK103/

TCK104/TCK105/TCK106 

Suspension Replacement 

TSK100 
for Hard Hats 

 Size Kosto *  Elastic Chin strap 

1  Width  
cm 4.5 4 

po / in  1.8 1.6 

2  
Length  

(circumference) 

cm 33 8 

po / in  13 3.15 

Suspension headband 
TBK015 

for Hard Hats 


